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Summary 
The Eulerian-Lagrangian Localized Adjoint Method (ELLAM), introduced by Celia et al. [1], is an interesting 

alternative to standard methods to solve advection-dispersion transport equation. It preserves the performance of 

characteristic methods and treats general boundary conditions naturally in their formulations. Several previous 

studies demonstrated the mass conservation of ELLAM in its formulation and its high computational efficiency for 

solving advection-dispersion transport equation in a variety of applications. A careful literature review bears witness 

that ELLAM has never been utilized to simulate density-driven flow problem. ELLAM also has been never used to 

simulate transport in fractured porous media. In this work, we present an adaptation of ELLAM to simulate density-

driven flow in fractured porous media. 

Introduction 
The development of advanced numerical models for density-driven flow in porous media has become an important 

focus of scientific research in the last decades. Special attention is devoted to density-driven flow in fractured porous 

media. The main applications of the models are: seawater intrusion in coastal aquifers, thermal and saline 

convection, flow through salt formations and saltwater upconing under freshwater lenses. Density-driven flow in 

fractured porous media is governed by highly coupled, nonlinear, partial differential equations derived from 

combination of momentum and mass conservation laws. Because of this nonlinearity, there are hardly any analytical 

solutions and we resort to advanced numerical models to understand and predict solute distribution in the domain. 

Several numerical codes have been developed for the modeling of density-driven flow in porous media [2 – 5 and 

references therein] and have been validated by comparison with existing benchmark problems found in the literature 

such as the Henry [6] and the Elder [7] problems. 

In this work, the flow equation is solved by using the powerful feature of the Mixed Hybrid Finite Element (MHFE) 

method and the mass transport equation is solved using the Eulerian-Lagrangian Localized Adjoint Method 

(ELLAM) with a discrete fracture model where each fracture is described individually and discretized as well as the 

porous matrix. 

The mathematical model 

The fluid flow is modeled using the combination of the continuity equation and the Darcy’ law: 
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where S  is the mass storage coefficient -1[L ]  , -3 [M.L ]  is the density of the fluid, h  is the freshwater head [L] , 

q  is the Darcy’s velocity -1[L.T ] , g   is the gravity acceleration -2[L.T ] , -1 -1 [M.L .T ]  is the dynamic viscosity of 

the fluid, k  is the permeability 2[L ] , -3

0  [M.L ]  is the fresh water density and z  is the depth [L] .  



The flow equation (1) is solved with the MHFE method which is well known to ensure an accurate and consistent 

velocity field and was widely used to simulate flow in porous media [8]. It ensures an exact local mass balance and 

provides consistent and accurate velocity even in highly heterogeneous domain.  

The obtained velocity field is then used to solve the advection-dispersion equation (3)  with ELLAM: 
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where C  is the unknown solute concentration -3[M.L ]  at location x  and time t , / V = q  is the fluid velocity 

-1[L.T ] ,   is the porosity and D  is the dispersion tensor 2 -1[L .T ]  

With the ELLAM, the combination of the Eulerian and Lagrangian treatments has been performed without any 

splitting procedure by considering trial functions that depend on time and space. This method avoid numerical 

diffusion and allow the use of large time steps. 

The transport equation (3) is coupled to the flow system via the following mixture density equation: 
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where 
1  is the saltwater density. 

                                                          

Results and discussions 

The performance of ELLAM was tested by comparison against the Eulerian discontinuous Galerkin method based on 

benchmarks inspired from the popular problem of natural convection in porous square cavity. This is a first example 

without fractures. Other test cases involving fractured porous media are under development. 

 

  

Figure 1: Concentration distribution at 0.2Tt   Figure 2: Concentration distribution at Tt   

 

The concentration obtained with ELLAM are plotted in Figures 1-2. The results highlight the robustness and 

accuracy of ELLAM, as it allows the use of large time steps, and overcomes the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) 

restriction. 
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